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Aid:whose responsibility is it?
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News Ed1tor
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stopped in Stockton
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his way up the Central Valley. The Democratic candidate for Gover
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nor campaigned his way from Bakersfield to Stockton on an Amtrak

train, making old fashioned "whistle stops" in Hanford, Fresno and
Merced. Bradley's c...1j'1 .,... 1 e"i�C /d!) Ex .s f I" !n 0
�tockton ' s Amtrak Station at 3 p.m on Saturday, before a waiting
crowd of approximately 250 people. Accompanying Bradley on the
train were Assemblyman Pat Johnston and Speaker of the Assembly
Brown.
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A S*T* A*R is a Student Travel
ing Admissions Representative,
who agrees to visit his or her old

high school

to discuss life at UOP
Wit h interested high school seniors.
Having a UOP student represen
tativ e that high school students can
relate to, and ask questions of, is
hoped to serve several purposes.

�'There's a special credibility exhib
Ited from current UOP students,"
Lynnette Leinfeider, one of
S•t•A*R coordinators, not
lllg that prospective students may
COnsider admissions information
�t ed, and primarily concerned
With the fundamentals. Student
discussions are more personal, and
e c oncerns of students consider
III& UOP could be directly ad
dressect from a student perspective.
The program was created last
8pring and summer by its three
COordinators, Anne Seed, Janet
Schellhase, and Leinfelder. "W e
Wanted to broaden the involve
lllent of our current students in the
!'ecruiting process," said Leinfel
of the project. They resea rched
IIlformation
from variou� univer
sities, regardillg sunilar programs,
subse quently designe d the
l'*A*R program.
. Becoming a S*T*A*R* initi ally
volves filling
out a b rief ques
nn aire namin
g the prospective
1'* A • R's high school, address,
SOme information about the
a
aps Plicant. Invitations to become
.
•t
. •A *R, along with questtonllaires, will be distributed to all
stude nts
within a week or two.
An informational meeting will
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follow the application process on
December 8 in the University Cen
ter confer ence room. The meeting
will give hints of what students can
do durin g their visits , urge
S*T*A • Rs to remember the special
features that led them to choose
UOP and encourage them to share
their eelings about University life,
and its programs. "I would think
the majority of students have had a
good, positive expe rience," she
said stressing, "We want studen�s
to be very honest about therr
experiences at UOP."
The S*T*A*R will then contact
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quent abuse of federal fmancial aid
programs. He said Reagan has
"sought to return the responsibility
for decision-making, with refer
ence to education, back to where it
belongs; the states, local commun
ities, and parents..."
''The effort is to retarget student
aid - not to cut it out - but to get
it to those students and those
schools that are most needy, wor
thy, and deserving, so that is really
accomplishes some of the purposes
that were set up for it in the frrst
place," he explained.

In a different view, Phillips said
"I firmly believe that the financing
of higher education should be a
shared responsibility" involving
parents and students to their own
capacities, students working, and
"then additional assistance should
come from the college, the state,
private sources, and the federal
government ."

" ...I am convinced that an
educated populac e is as
much in the national interest

as

a strong defense." -- Paul

Phillips
"I emphasize the federal govern
ment", he added, "because I am
convinced that an educated
populace is as much in the national
interest as a strong defense."
During PhilliPf address, he cited
several figutes tna accotding to
listener reaction, were previously
unknown, ''At the time President
Reagan was elected in 1980, federal
student aid appropriations were
$8.2 billion, and this year they are
estimated to be $8.5 billion." This
would mean a 3 .4 percent increase
if real dollars were taken into
account. After inflation is figured
in, "a significant decrease has
occurred," asserted Phillips, who
noted that the same amount of aid
is buying less education. Phillips
continued, "Over this same period
of time, defense spending has spi
raled from $ 147 billion to $289
billion, a $142 billion, or a 98.9
•.

percent increase! "

"Until the Reagan Administra
tion, student aid had been expand
ed by every federal administration
since Lyndon Johnson, including
two Republican administrations,"
said Phillips. "When adjusted for

By Robyn Gillon

Staff Writer

0

verall, crime on the UOP
campus is down this year
compared to last year as far as
numbers go," stated Danny Dun
ne, a sergeant irt the Department of
Public Safety.

"The fence around the parking
lot behind the sororities and
fraternities has especially eliminat
ed the criminal element due to the
fact that there is no easy access to
the lot now," stated Dunne.
The fence around the townhouse
apartments has also improved the
burglary and theft situation there.
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"What's left? What's left is the
middle class, loosely put. That
great middle class are the families
that are squeezed, and the families
who would like to, in many cases,
provide the opportunity for their
son or daughter to attend the
University of the Pacific, but who
can't do it by themselves, and
increasingly will not be able to ,"
asserted Assemblyman Johnson.
Phillips ended by quoting Con
gressman Shumway's 1982 remark
to the House Subcommittee on
Post Secondary Education, "I can
not think of a more productive and
beneficial investment in human
resources and the nation's future
than a positive federal commit
ment to American education."
Assemblyman Johnson provid
ed yet another view on postsecon
dary education today and its fu
ture, generally citing the state of
California's perspective. He briefly

A orief question-and-answer
period followed the presentations,
in which a few questions were
issued to the speakers.
The question that remained to
be asked - or answered - at the end
of the evening was, "What chang
es have taken place, and what can I
expect financially next year?"
Through a compiled list of aid
changes provided through the Of
Fice of Financial Aid, the follow
ing have been determined:
Effective October 17,1986-- all
GSL's are based on need analysis.
No exemptions for incomes under
$30,000 will be allowed nor will the
use of tables that disregard assets
in determining need be permitted
The CLAS loans will have a new
maximum annual limit of $4,000.
Effective for periods of enroll
ment on or after January 1, 1987-

Annual GSL limit will be increased
to $2,625 for the first two years,

outlined the history of California's
colleges and universities, noting
how funds are distributed.
"In the legislature, in our budge
ting, we have to face providing for
those public institutions because
they belong to the state of Califor
nia," he said. The remainder of
funds are spread out among pri
vate institutions.
Given the combination of low
funds, and a small pool of stu
dents, Johnson said, "The squeeze
is on for private institutions, parti
cularly institutions like the Univer
sity of the Pacific." The result of
such a squeeze? "What tends to
happen is those who are from truly
wealthy families are still going to
be able to attend the University of
the Pacific or other private univer
sitie-- because their families can
provide all that is needed."
To aid students who are more
economically disadvantaged, the
University's Community Involve
ment Program (CIP) has played a
major role. Johnson remarked,

(continued on page 2, column 5)

$4,000 for subsequent undergra
duate study, and $7,500 for gra
duate study. There is a new defini
tion for an "independent" stu
dent, which should be discussed
with the Financial Aid Office. The
new "rules" are too complex to be
sufficiently describe here.
Several changes effective during
the 1987-88 year have also been
passed, including a new grade
point average requirement for aid
recipients.
The proposing and passage of
budgets by the President, Congress
and the House of Representatives
is a complex process. As was
mentioned by the speakers Thurs
day, President Reagan has pro
posed a great many dramatic cuts
in student aid during his term. So
farN only the changes outlined in
this article (and the ones for 198788) have survived both the House
and Senate this year.

According to the University
Community Bulletin published by
the Department of Public Safety,
during the week of October 20,
there was a combined loss of
approximately $560 in thefts and
approximately $625 worth of da
mages due to vandalism.
UOP Public Officers arrested a

male subject on Friday evening
who was believed to be responsible
for numerous thefts occuring in the
dorms.
Due to willing and alert UOP
students who reported the sighting,
the officers were able to track
down the suspect.

Delta Delta Delta offers

$700. scholarship this year.

�

.

inflation, federal aid programs
were cut by almost 20 percent dur
ing the frrst four years of the
Reagan Administration.

Improve ments l ead to less crime on campus

�

�

�

"The effort is to retarget

student aid -- not to cut it

Pacific S-* T *A* Rs

e a S•T• A*R" -- the posters
have been placed around
campus, and people have been seen
Wearing bright orange buttons
S))Orting the S*T*A • R logo :._ what
does it all mean?

�

tudent financiai aid is not
simply an expenditure, but
an investment in the future of
Amer ica," emph asized UOP
Financ ial Aid Direct or Paul
Phillips in last Thursday's student
aid forum, sponsored by Pi Alpha
Alpha.
·
Also presenting, were Congress
men Norman Shumway (R), As
semblyman Patrick Johnson (D)
and Sam Kipp, the executive direc
tor of the California Student Aid
Commision. Approximately eighty
students crowded the Regents Din
ing Room, to hear them present
their opinions on the future of
student aid, both on the national
and state level.
A variety of opinions were
shared and exchanged during the
forum, the frrst of which came
from Congressman Shumway. He
expressed the views of the Reagan
Administration, and himself as a
Republican member of Congress.
"I know there's been a lot of
criticism laid at the doorstep of the
White House regarding college stu
dent aid and tJle President's e(foJts
to hold down federal spending,"
began Shumway, and he went on
to explain the growth and subse-

He compared student financial
aid (particularly federal) to the
E.D.A. (Economic Development
Administratio n, established in
1 965) that has, over the years,
expanded its eligibility require
ments to eventually give assistance
to anyone who asks.

Abandoned food and drink containers have been a problem In the Ubrary.
The improved parking lots,
lighting systems, and tences aroun<l
the tots have helped to decrease car
hav e
burg larie s, assa ults and
ss
acce
easY
ious
eliminated the prev
to the lots.

It has completely eliminated access
from Pershing Avenue.
The restricted overnight parking
zones have also helped enable the
police to have better visibility along
the street and sidewalks.

Applications are now available
for the 1987 Delta Delta Delta
Foundation Scholarship. Since
1943, Tri-Delta chapters nation
wide have awarded a total of over
$ 1 ,400,060 to 6,042 students
through this scholarship. This
year, an award of $700 will be
presented at UOP. The award
amounts vary from year to year,
depending on the fund-raising suc
cess of the chapters.
It should be stressed that ap
plication for the scholarship is
by no means limited to members of
Tri-Delta Sorority. In fact, 75
percent of the scholarships irt 1986
were awarded to students who
were not members of Tti-Delta.
All full-time undergraduate wo
men are eligible to apply.
Criteria for selecting the scholar
ship winner irtclude academic re
cord; extra-curricular activities and

community service; promise of ser
vice in her chosen field; and
demonstration of financial need.
The recipient must plan to attend
UOP as an undergraduate next year.
The award winner of each in
dividual Tri-Delta chapter scholar.
ship is automatically eligible to re
ceive a $ 1 ,000 Zoe Gore Perrin Wa
tional Scholarship. Winners of the
local awards will retain both
scholarships if they are chosen as
national winners. No further appli
cation procedures are necessary.
Application materials for the
Delta Delta Delta Foundation
Scholarships are available at the
UOP Office of Financial Aid, or
by contacting Ann Courtney at
Tri-Delta.
Last year, Phyllis Vierra was
awarded a $200 scholarship
through this competition.
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Women rush for quota-total

.

In the news...

By Patty Fellows

Assistant News Editor

Budgets due lo ASUOP by Friday, Nov. 13
A reminder to Constituent Schools:

The Senate has allocated all funds to the constituent school budgets.
However the allocations have been made on the condition that all
ICbools tum in completed budgets by Friday, November 14. If budgets
ue not turhed in, those funds will be frozen. Remember.. .Nov. 14

Deadline.

Other Senate News:
The Senate has filled the Senior Senator opening and chosen a new
Sophomore Senator - all schools are now fully represented... The
members of the Constitutional Review Board have been choosen and
their function is to interpret constitutional matters.

Berkeley, Humboldt successful; team looks to Winters
1be UOP Forensics team, after receiving a number of awards at both
tbe Berkeley Invitational Tournament and the Humboldt State

University Invitational, is preparing for a new challenge. The Paul
W'llltcrs Invitational, an event named after UOP's own Dr. Paul Win
ters, will be held at California State University Sacramento on
November? and 8.

••Behavior modification" leader to speak tomorrow
Dr. John Bailey, a national leader in "behavior mQdification"

JII)'Chology, will speak in the Gold Room of Anderson Hall
tomorrow.
"Behavioral Diagnostics: Finding New Solutions to Old Problems,"
will be presented by Bailey, a professor of psychology at Florida State
University. He is also the editor of the Journal of Applied Behavioral

AMlysis.

Bailey's address will begin at 11 a.m. tomorrow and is part of the
UOP School of Education's Distinguished Scholar Series. The event is

co-sponsored by the UOP Psychology Department and the UOP
Council for Exceptional Children.

A

s sorority rush draws near,
Panhellenic,
the
organization made of represen
tatives from each campus sorority
which governs the women's Greek
system, is preparing to implement
the Quota-Total system. This rush
procedure, new to the UOP cam
pus, is designed to give each rushee
maximum opportunity to pledge a
house, to provide the fratP.rnity ex
perience to as many girls as
possible, and to maintain adequate
strength in all the fraternity chap

ters.
According to Panhetlenic Rush
Chairperson, Elizabeth Arnone,
this system is recommended by
National Panhellenic Conference
(NPC). "Ultimately, it is the best
for the campus,'' stated Arnone.
"It balances out the system, giving
all groups the chance to reach the
same total. The system also elimin
ates much of the competition bet
ween houses, giving those that
don't make quota the opportunity
to open-bid many more mem
bers." The success of the Quota
Total system depends upon this
procedure of continuous "open bidding," or the issuing of infor-

World on Wednesday. "Nightmare in Karachi" will recall the horrors
of terrorism he experienced this past September.
Originally from India, Oshtory now resides in Stockton and assists
his brother, Dr. Meherji Oshtory, as an EG technician. World on
Wednesday is held every Wednesday at noon in the Bechtel Inter
Dillonal Center.

UOP women invited to "Spy on Alpha Cbi"
The ladies of Alpha Chi Omega Y.111 be presenting their pre-rush
JlfU1Y "Come spy on Alpha Chi'' on Thursday November 13. As men-

•·n

�Jl!ll cn�r<�'nvit� to attend t 's function.
� Wlft l)(i ava�h� in the dorm1obbies at 6:15 p.m. for all in�he sorority rush manual, the party will begin at 6:30 p. m.

terested UOP women.

Career Placement Center offers more positions.
Jobs available in the Career Planning and Placement Center this
week include; stock clerk at $5. 00/hr., cook at $4.50/hr., proofreader
at $5.00/hr., and store clerk at $5.00/hr. For more information see Jo
Wagner or cal\946-2361.

Barnes analyzes the
·tJ.S. political scene
BY Russell Keys

Copy EditOr

'

p

resident Reagan is probably
the smartest and the dum
best president of our time." This
was a quote taken from Time
'Magazine and commented on by
Fred Barnes, senior editor of New
Republic Magazine. President
lleagan was one of the issues
discussed in Barnes lecture on
"Handicapping the '88 Presiden
tial Race" and evaluating the
current political scene.

•

Fftd Bames

Barnes spoke to a small group of
students on Monday, October 27
at the UC Theatre. Rather than
assuming a normal lecture position
behind a podium, Barnes sat com
fortably on the ed
� of the stage
and opened his lecture with a
,. political joke. The opening portion
1 Of :Barnes' lecture mainly focus
ed
•

on President Reagan and the job
that he has been doing during his
two, four�year terms as president.

Because Reagan only has two
years left in office, the 1988 presi
dential race is beginning to get
under way. The race will be very
interesting. There are some quali
fied candidates that can be expect
ed to run, while there are others
who will gain popularity over the
next two years. Barnes felt that
Jack Kemp would probably get the
Republican nomination over.
'George Bush. Bush's dilem
ma is two sided. If Bush takes
Reagan's side on issues, people will
feel that he doesn't have a mind of
his own. If Bush goes against issues
that Reagan fought for, then peo
ple will question his loyalty to
Reagan during his vice presidency.
The Democratic ticket is a toss up
between Colorado Senator Gary
Hart and New York Governor,
Mario Cuomo. Barnes stated that
Cuomo, however, has a slight
edge. Each of these candidates can
either gain or lose popularity over
the next two years: though.
Barnes is a conservative and this
is reflected in the New Republic.
Barnes feels that the U.S. is also
shifting
towards
the
right
(conservative). Before taking over
the helm at New Republic, Barnes
served as a top political correspon
dent for the Baltimore Sun from
1979-1985. As a reporter for the
Washington Star prior to his Baltimore Sun position, Barnes covered
the White House, the Supreme
Court and local news. Barnes also
wrote acticles for the Washington,
Philadelphia and Los A ngeles Ti

mes, The Wall Street Journal and
New York Tintes Book Review.

Barnes received his B.A. from the
University of Virginia in 1965.
The Barnes Lecture was spon
sored by UPBEAT.

ed:

�

total.
If a particular house, howeve r,
has 20 members and is only able to
pledge 25 mem bers , (not the
quota of 45) they could begin
open-bi dding immedi ately after
formal rush is over. With the
d
previous rush system, they coul

mem
bid
open
e
have only 20 mor
45.
of
a
quot
the
ing
bers, reach
With the Quota-Total system, that
house would be able to extend
open bids until they reach the
Chapter Total of 80 members. ln
this way, they can boost their
membership by 35 members and
remain even with other houses in

In the case of UOP, quota would
be the number of girls accepting
invitations to the second rush party
(the first party after Open House)
divided by four (the number of
participating sororities).
"Chapter Total," the total num
ber of members towards which all
sororities witl strive, is set after
studying the current size of the
sorority chapters, the availability
of rushees, the expected growth of
the University, and the desireable
chapter size for the campus. Once
total has been set, it is retained for
a number of years, giving all
houses on campus a chance to
reach that total. At UOP, Chapter
Total has already been set at 80
members.
It is possible, however, to exceed
Chapter Total and have more than
80 members. This can occur durin�

the University system.
"The Quota-Total system is not
a limit or a seal," says Arnone.
"Instead, it's a figure all the
houses have to work around. It
keeps the larger houses on a leash
while allowing smaller houses to
grow in strength and member-

I

ship."
According to NPC , there are
some key factors to the success ol
the Quota-Total system. In addj.
ota
tion to realistic numbers for Qu
proc
�
the
ess
to
and
l,
Tota
and
continuous open-bidding, the per.
formance of the rush counselors 8
instnnnental to the system. NP(
believes rush counselors must truly
believe that memberships in any Of
the sororities on their campus �
superior to being a non-greek
They must also encourage rush�
who are not receiving party invita.
tions from all the houses to "stick
with any house that sticks witll

j

them."
Says Arnone, ''Our Panhellenic
counselors are committed to this
goal and are truly unbiased. We
want to see girls placed in a house,
, regardless of which house it is."
According to Arnone, this sys.
tern of Quota-Total is the most
popular among the nation's cam.

puses. "We are one of the fn

campuses not already implemen.
ting this rush procedure. We have a

unis;�ue situation in that our Greek
system is so small," said Arnone.
"This is one of the main reasom
we haven't already switched to the
Quota-Total system."

Grants finance new chemistry labs

By Barbara Maccarone

Stockton residents to share experience of hijacking
Faraidon Oshtory, one of the approximately 400 passengers aboard
the hijacked Pan Am flight in Pakistan, will speak November 12 at

formal rush when each house is
encouraged to take quota, even if it
puts them over total. For example,
if a particular house has 85 mem
bers and a quota is set at 45, they
e 45 pledges and boost their
can
total membership to 130. They
may not extend open bids to any
additional women becau se they
have taken quota, and are over

mal bids, oral or written, to a
woman selected after formal rush
has ended.
According to NPC, the basic
quota, or the number of pl ges
each house is allowed to take, IS a
fraction of the total number of
girls rushing. This figure is deter
mined by the number of rushees
accepting invitations to the first
invitational party, divided by the
number of participating sororities.

Stall Writer

T

he Department of Chemistry
has opened new labs on the
South Campus. Chemistry studen
ts, faculty and staff moved from
Weber Hall on October 20.
Second through fourth year
chemistry students will utilize
organic and analytical labs as well
as teaching courses.
The new labs will bring all
chemistry classes into one building.
According to Dr. Pat Jones,
Chemistry Department chair,
"This is a major step for tht·
department; all teaching labs are
now in one building." All
chemistry labs have been taken out
of Weber Hall, thus "serving the
students needs," said Jones.
Many features are offered in the
new labs, including two organic
labs, instrument rooms and a
stockroom with visibility into all
labs.
More ventilation was created in
the new labs by adding air hoods.
"Organic chemistry is real
chemistry; people deal with
noxious things, so we need the
hoods," said Jones.
The labs offer more space for
chemistry students. At present
there are 18 students in each lab.
Each workspace is larger than in
the Weber Hall labs and plumbing
is more efficient.
"We think we've come up with
an open, flexible design that will

serve us wen for many years,"
stated Jones.
the laboratory.
Other safety features of the labs
include the safety showers, wash
up stations and first aid stations at
both diagonals of the labs. This is
an integral part of the labs since
fires often occur when dealing with
chemicals. According to Jones,
"Fires would occur five or six
times a day in Weber Hall.''
Safe labs and new workspaces
have proven to be a plus for
chemistry students' attitudes. "The
atmosphere has been wonderful,
it's been like night and day,"
stated Jones who predicts that this
'atmosphere will continue when-the
last lab opens this month.
The University did not fund the
new labs. The $705,<XX> budget was
totally funded through grants. The
money was obtained from the
W.M. Keck Foundation, the Irwin
Foundation, the Cowell Foun
dation and the Hearst Foundation.
"It looks like we're coming in
within that budget, which is a
remarkable feat," stated Jones. He
added that the Chemistry Depar
tment is recycling glassware and
furniture from Weber Hall in or
der to ''stretch dollars."
Jones believes the new labs were
opened just in time. ''Our
l'nrollment is increasimz. so the
new lab is perfect timing."

�.:.e students take advantage of tbe new Soutb Campus chemis

Aid
(continuedfrom page l)

noting that no political party is
without flaws, "We (democrats)
run to take care of the poor when
the squeeze is on..."
"I don't anticipate a major
dismantling of federal financial aid
programs," Kipp stated, but he
believes the era of federal financial
backing for students is over: "... as
long as we have federal deficits and
no clear willingness to break the
log jam over the priorities for
spending, which are focuses in
defense,...funds simply won't be
there."
"Without sufficient fmancial
aid," �serted Kipp, postsecondary
education may "become little more
than a hollow promise."

t:

�r. Brian Senewirantne spoke to
the 'World on Wednesday'
aud1ence October �9 a ut hum
�
.
� right� vio�ations in Sri Lanka.
�neWI.r� t e saJd, Human nghts v1olat
�
1ons are infectious. When
a dictat rshtp IS established in one count
�
ry, others will follow."
The t�y country that is ocated 20 miles
�
south of India, is divided
.
by relig�ous and rac.tal Issues,
and the small white aparthied
.
government wants 1t that way, acwr�
tn Senewirantne.
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Kipp said that combiried Stale
and federal grants have not keP
pace with their "traditional shaut
of cost coverage." In addition.
family incomes are reducing, de
spite the fact that the majority of
housewives have now begun work·
ing outside of the home. "Thert
are a variety of financial pressures
that are affecting not only the
lower income students and famil·
ies, but very large segments of the
middle incom e popula tion al
well,'' Kipp stated.
"Whether it be in the publk
sector or in the independent sector.
college costs in the last decade, and
particularly in the last -five years.
have gone up faster than the rate
of inflation - in fact, almost twict
as fast as the rate of inflation," he
.
saJd.
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More crackdowns are needed� Florida State system Ch
e
conc uded

�

e11
after riding around with
Florida s
.
Flonda poh� , . confiscating
t]
beer at parties at which
stud�ts were drmking and even help
ed
g
ra
e
d
ing the police break u
un
P'
some of the parttes.
uent
press
bseq
co
su
fe
ence,
a
Reed said he was surpris
In
� �
ed by the
hee amount of campus drmking he witne
ssed.
s r
the
UF
ely,
student government said it
SeParat
wouldn't stage ' ts
annual "Freakers Ball" on Hallo ween
- probably the wildest nigh
t f
debauchery of each school year
because it ran out of money.
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tra ors at the University of
Students and admi
Arkansas spent
awareness week wondermg t f wealthy football fans illegally have been
beer into their skyboxes at Razorback
Stadium.
smuggling
.
Liquor store debvery people threatened a photographer from
the
Traveler, the student paper, who was trying to take a picture of them
.
carrying liquor boxes mto the skyboxes earlier this month.
Last week, UA police said they could n't prove there
were beer
bOttles in the boxes, while the liquor store manager said his employees
were delivering soft drinks . not alcohol .
UA President Ray Thornton also reiterated campus policy, which
banS alcohol at all school events.

In West Virginia, Marshall University officials said they'd discover

ed students had developed a number of ingenius schemes for dealing

v.ith the state's newly raised minimum legal drinking age.
Among the schemes: a number of over-21 students reported losing
their driver's licenses , and then, for a fee, let younger students go get
the replacements. The result was a license with data about a
22-year-old and a picture of the underaged student.
Amid much faculty and administrative complaint, Louisiana's
board of regents last week said budget problems "regretfully" forced
it to drop 2 1 8 college degree programs - including linguistics,
chemical physics, and anthropology - from various state campus
course offerings.

Soutb Africa protests continue, grow more physical on some
In the week after the so�called ''National Day of Protest' ' of
do business in segregationist South
� �,mnus investments in f't.rms
University of Texas students saw vandals wreck their ushanty"
second time, and then 16 people sat in at President William
CC!mningt1am's office. They were arrested.
Cornell police plowed down shanties after organized protests ended,
angered students - 23 of whom were arrested while trying to keep
from the shanties two weeks ago - pledged to keep
them until Cornell divests.
alumni at Penn State, meanwhile, said they'd discourage
students from enrolling until PSU - under a federal

that

·

lese�rre�tattc•n order - divests.

Boise State is getting into trouble for running a $65 paid political ad

its stadium scoreboard during its October 1 8 football game,
( 1 1omptir1g some callers to object BSU itself was urging a "NO" vote
Referendum 1 , an anti-union measure.
.
.
BSU officials, straining to be nonpartisan, explam�. they we�e JUSt
.. .u.m..,., a paid ad, but said they may reject all poliucal ads m the
•

�

Hearty Michigan State film group resurfaces with anot er porn
Supposedly "settled" out of existence in August when �t agreed
never to show " Spartan School For Sex." a fllm that mcluded
ls, Box
shots of copyrighted MSU logos and symbo
and
�eek
last
group
t
Spectaculars re-registered as a studen
.
mov1e
porn
r
anothe
-Thi,"
screened "The Greek Girl of Alpha
New president Toshira Sugiura said he'd rather screen "a good
horror movie " but that sex movies were the only way the group could
sure of ear ng a profit.
and five
The screening drew 225 people - a good turnout
protestors .
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OBBS, N . M . (CPS) -
Colleges as diverse as
Auburn, Utah, Alabama and even
New Mexico Junior College here
have announced in recent weeks
they'll be raising their tuition rates
in the middle of the school year.
In each of the cases, the colleges
said imposing mid-year tuition
hikes was the only way they could
cope with mid-year budget cuts
imposed on them by their state
governments.
The schools fear by waiting until
next fall to increase tuition, some
programs and courses could be
severely cut or damaged.
"The problem was a declining
revenue from (state) oil and gas
taxation," says Ray Birmingham,
New Mexico Junior College's
(NMJS) spokesman. "It caused a
drop in annual revenue of half a
million dollars."
With less money to spend, the
state legislature told all state agen
cies - including colleges - that it
would have less money to give to
them to spend than it originally
mid-year
thought.
Such
"shortfalls" have also sent campus
presidents in many depressed farm
and energy states on elaborate
tours to try to forestall cuts in state
college funding.
It would not have helped in New
says.
Mexico,
Birmingham
"Raising tuition is a move to main
tain the services we have now."
In January, tuition will go up $5

said .

W-

ASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
The tax bill that President
Reagan signed into law last week
could seriously hurt college athletic
departments' fundraising efforts,
athletic directors around the coun
try say.
The new tax reform law incor
porates a recent Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) ruling that makes it
harder for college sports donors to
deduct their contributions from
their tax bills.
"People will be less willing to
give," says Philip Hochberg of the

National Association of Collegiate
Directors of Athletics.
Campus sports programs, more
over, are very much dependent on
alumni .
About 35 percent of Arkansas'
athletic department funds come
from donations, says Athletic Dir
ector Frank Broyles. At Oklaho
ma, 20 percent of its $ 1 1 million a
year budget came from donors.
About 15 percent of Tennessee's
$14 million budget this year was in
contributions, Athletic Director
Doug Dickey reports.
Their fears of losing such dona
tions stem from an April IRS
ruling that donors who receive
preferred seating in stadiums or
arenas cannot deduct their contri
butions except in certain circum
stances which, athletic directors
say, would • 'pose an administra
tive nightmare. "

.,

�

I
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surcharge on the Un iversity of
Utah's tuition - to be divided
between winter and sprina quar1er$'
- is mixed, admits Gail Norrls t'
Utah's associate commissioner for
rmance.
"The increase is significant to
students, of course, but i comes to
about S37 per student per quarter,
so it's really not a Jarge amount of
money. ••

years of prorationing to help de
fuse a money crunch. Mid-year
tuition increases were common,
Dowdle recalls.
As other states and their colleges
tried to cope with inflation during
the period - and especially with
the frrst wave of federal college
cuts that hit during the 1983-84
school year - they, too, started
doing what up until then had been
unthinkable: raising their rates bet
ween semesters instead of between
academic years.
But the mid-year hikes were
always controversial. In some ca
ses, students protested the increas
es. In others, state legislatures
stopped the practices.
In 1984, for instance, 16 Univer
sity of South Carolina medical
students sued the university for
imposing mid-year surcharges. The
court made USC return each stu
dent's $215 fee, starting a spate of
suits against colleges for imposing
mid-year hikes.
In California, state legislators
banned mid-year tuition increases
in the UC system after two years of
fee boosts. Lawmakers said it was
"more honest" for the university
to absorb mid-year budget cuts
than to pass them along to the
students.
But this year, while students
aren't applauding the increases,
most understand the reasons be
hind the hi)ces.
Reaction to a 10 percent sur-

t

"And most st udents seem to
understand.'' he admits.
"Most students reallze the bud
get situation and that tileR's not
much we can do, . . qrees Owen
Hitchcock, an Auburn student
who'll pay five percent � tui
tion to enroll for sprins term.
Out-of-state Auburn students will
pay 38 percent more this sprina.
Hitchcock contends, "the tui
tion hike last year had more impact
because it was never explained to
us. This time, (the administration)
explained the budget problem to us
in full. And we don't have mudl
room to complain because for
what we pay we certainly get our
money's worth in quality of educa
tion."
So far, NMJC, Auburn, Utah,
and Alabama may be amona the
only colleges raising rates in mid
stream. Spokesmen for the Natknl
al Association of State CoUqes
and Universities say few, if any� of
their members are boosting tuition
this January.

Director Leon Cross . If donations
decline, the department wiD ha\le to
syphon money from. less profitable
sports to pay for football scholar

"value of the benefit of the contri
bution made, in order to let the
booster know how much of a tax
deduction he or she can take.
They cannot let some boosters
put a greater value on season
tickets than other boosters.
The difficulty, Hochberg says,
comes in distinguishing between
the $21}-a-year booster who sits
next to the $500-a-year booster at
football gaines.
"If one guy contributes $20,
does the other guy only get $20 (in
deductions in return for his $500
donation)?" he asks. He doesn't
know the answer.
In the meantime, however, he
worries that uncertain boosters
may stop donating as much as they
did in the past.
The result could hurt "lesser"
revenue sports.
Many of the donations to Okla
homa's athletic department, for
example, go directly to scholar
ships, says Associate Athletic

ships.
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A favorite way o f raising such
huge sums is to allow contributions
of, say, $500 or more, to a school's
athletic department to have the
chance to buy "preferred seating"
season tickets in its arena or stadi
um.
The booster, in turn, could call
the
$500
an
educational
contribution, and deduct it from
his or her taxable income. The
price of the season tickets, in turn,
could be deducted as a business
expense to entertain clients.
In April, the IRS ruled such
schemes were close to tax evasion.
It issued guidelines - now part of
the new tax reform law - that said
boosters could take such deduc
tions only under certain narrow
circumstances.
Determining those circumstanc
es is up to the school, and amounts
to "an administrative nightmare,"
Hochberg says.
Athletic departments, he ex
plains, now must determine the

i
i
i

Rep resenta t i v es from 2 3 s em i n a r es ,
t he M i l itary C ha p l a i ncy , Roman Cathol ic o rders

lin

per credit hour, bringing fees for
residents of Lea County to $15 per
credit hour. Students from outside
the county will pay $30 and out-of
state students will pay $35.
The increases hardly puts NMJC
on a par with Harvard or Stan
ford, Birmingham admits, but
"increasing tuition in the middle of
the year makes us less and less of
an 'open door' institution. Raising
tuition makes us less afford
able to lower-income students."
''But cutting back on programs
is a last resort because people in the
community are very hesitant to see
us do that."
For the same reasons, three
weeks ago University of Alabama
trustees agreed to boost spring
semester tuition by an average 1 1 .5
percent at the Tuscaloosa branch.
It will cost students at the Hunts
ville and Birmingham branches 
operating on a quarter system an additional 7.7 percent and 12.7
percent, respectively, to enroll in
their next terms.
"At the end of the year," ex
plains UA Finance Chief Joseph
Dowdle, "we face a 10 percent cut
in new funds and a 4.2 percent cut
through prorating. So, we decided
to increase tuition mid-year to
make up for the funding loss."
For students in Alabama public
schools, mid-year increases are old
hat.
In the late seventies and early
eighties, state schools suffered four
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Firing back, New York State Comptrotler Edward Regan said the
State University of New York at Old Westbury is "a badly managed
college" that is ripe " for fraud and theft of funds."
Regan claimed a student in the bursur's office lowered his brother's
simply by adjusting accounting records.
In reply, Old Westbury officials issued a statement saying they "will
t COJiltinllle to implement all (fmancial) controls necessary to improve
operations. "
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The idea was good but it was created a bit of a problem. Last year,
the various schools on campus with ASUOP Senate 's approval
established the Constituent Schools Pooled Fund. On Tuesday, the
$2560 in the pool was distributed to schools that requested money.
Associated Engineering Students, College of the Pacific Association
(COPA), the Conservatory Student Senate and the School of
Pharmacy were the schools that requested money. COPA was the only
school to not receivefunds.
COPA had requested $4320 to re-instate the Faculty/Course
Evaluation Program but did not receive any money. According to
Chris Craigie, COPA vice president, they had requested $4320 because
that was needed to get the program off to l! successful start. They
knew they would not get the whole amount. COPA was willing to cut
backfrom its clubs and decrease the number ofevaluations sent out in
order to meet the costs. They wanted a partialfund.
ASUOP Finance Committee decided not to fund the evaluation
because they felt that the program could not be sufficiently
accomplished with the amount of money available.
Both COPA and ASUOP aJ?ree that the evaluation program is a
worthwhile project. Because of financial problems, ASUOP was
unable to continue it. For the same reason, COPA can 't start it up
again. COPA is ready and willing to reinstate it but " We need
something for a foundation, " says Antonio Porras, COPA president.
-�
.
.
.
fi
Porras is right. You can 't build anythmg w11hout a ounuatwn.
foundation.
Perhaps ASUOP should have provided that
Both organizations need to compromise, put their heads together
and find some way to get the program started. The Course/Faculty
Evaluations are useful to students, faculty and administrators. These
three groups should get together and split the costs. The program
existed in the past and the money was found to finance it. The
evaluation is a worthwhile project and should definitely be re-instated.
Instead of arguing who should provide the money, ASUOP and
OPA should compromise.

Miller cannot judge s peech
Dear Editor:
I would like to comment on the
interview of Dr. Carl Miller that
was in the October 24 issue of The

Pacifican.

Dr. Miller is quoted as stating
that, " . . . he (Dr. Harry Edwards)
made a good presentation. " How
can Dr. Miller feel qualified to
comment on the quality of a
speech that he did not attend? The
quality of a speech includes more
than what is said; it includes how it
is said. I f his representative
thought that the quality of the
speech was good, he should have

said so. As he did not, I have to
assume that the views he expressed
about the quality of Dr. Edwards'
speech are his own. That is like a
movie critic evaluating a fihn with
out ever viewing it.
Dr. Miller is just trying to make
himself (and the athletic depart
ment) look good by praising a
speech that he did not attend and
wanted his department to boycot
solely on the basis of its content .
You're not fooling anyone Dr .
Miller.

Jason McCourt

Events need pu blicity

Dear Editor:
' Have you ever picked up a
Pacifican and rea41 about a speaker
or an event that you would have
liked to attend, had you only
known about it? Have you ever
gone to turn in a document or an
application to the registrar's office
and been told, "Sorry, you're too
late. The late fee is . . . "1 From my
own experiences and from those of
people I've spoken to, I know
these occurences are all too com
mon. The advertising of events and
deadlines is a problem at UOP
which must be dealt with.
Posters in the University Center
are often our only source of infor
mation as to upcoming events. Yet
sifting through all of the birthday
wishes and congratulatory posters
to find those with useful informa
tion is time-consuming and has
discouraged many students from
even bothering to stop and read.
We don't need to ban posters, but
we so need an easier, more orga
nized way of finding out what is
happening on campus. ASUOP
must use the message board in the
UC next to the game room more
efficiently.
Deadlines of necessary docu
ments, such as applications for
graduation, are posted in the regi
strar's office. This system seems
fine, as all a student has to do to
see if a document is due is check in
the registrar's office. But, as most

of us get caught up in going to
classes, studies, etc . , it's not often
we think of checking. For exam)
pie, October 29 was the first day
you could pick up your registration
packets. Yet 75 percent of the
people I spoke with did not know
packets were available. Those who
did, knew only by seeing other
people with their packets. We
shouldn't have to depend on others
for information as important as
registration. The registrar's office
should not be the only place where
deadline dates are posted. It's not a
place people frequent. The UC, on
the other hand, is. More efficient
use of the message board in the UC
would make deadline dates more
accessible to everyone.
UOP students are often blamed
for being apathetic. I believe there
is a link between this charge of
apathy and the lack of informa
tion. I, for example, would have
attended many more events in my
three years at UOP if I'd only
known about them before reading
about them in Tlze Pacijican. Eas
ier access to campus information
could get more people interested. It
cenainly couldn't hurt.
The message board in the UC
should include all speakers, events,
and deadlines coming up within
the next week. We only stand to
benefit.

Pacific Talks

Dara

Kretschmer

Hig he r sta n d a rds stren gthe �
_ �

Dear Editor:
I would like to have my article
appear in The Pacifican and be
addressed to UOP administrators,
faculty, and students for some type
of feedback and opinions. It is a
deep-rooted subject that must be
presented to our student body for
consideration and yours is the
perfect medium to do this.
I recently read Sir Thomas Mor
e's Utopia and found the section
dealing with higher education very
interesting. In that ideal society,
only those who were approved of
by the elders could go on to our
equivalent of college. While I was
at first taken back, I began to
rationalize the situation and see the
benefits. Those who could handle
the challenge, and who had the
abilities, were allowed to go on to
higher learning. While I recognize
that utopia means "nowhere," I
believe that similar steps can be
taken to raise the caliber of stu
dents who go on to college. Our
society is too large to have elders,
but by raising the admissions and
curriculwn standards, the acade
mics of our college campuses
would be strengthened.
College admission standards are
too lenient on today:s entering
students. As Professor Jacob Neus
ner of Brown University writes,
"Most colleges and universities
today admit nearly everyone who
applies; only a small minority pick
and choose. " Of all the freshmen
entering the California university
system in 1978, 26 percent had
graduated by 1983. Within the

same time , 55 percent had left
without receiving any degree. P�Cali
trick Callan, Director of the
Educatio�
y
econdar
Posts
fornia
Commission, says that, " In Cali
fornia, we have ten�ed to put a
great deal of emphasts on access to
.
but we have not
higher educatlOn,
.
paid much attention to what happens to the students once ther get
an engmee:rin." I personally know
ing student here at UOP from my
high school class who is barely
hanging on. He did only average
work in his college-prep courses as
we11 as in mathematics. Whether
some will admit it or not, the
ability to pay the tuition has replaced the ability to do the work at
many colleges and universities.
College curriculums have worsened the situation by easing the
demands placed upon the students.
Professors expect less knowledge
from their students each new year.
I took four years of college-prep
courses in high school and found
UOP to be somewhat of a continuation of high school. The fact
that I and one other person in a
class of 30 knew what a prepositional phrase and introductory adverbial clauses were, actually astounded my professor. What I was
forced to memorize in my high
school studies was in some ways
considered extraordinary at the
college level. Such fundamentals
should be expected from those
attending an institution of higher
learning. Professor Sidney Shanker of City University of New
York says that, "What exists now

Dear Editor:
After attending last Thursday's
forum on student fmancial aid,
and after reviewing my tape of the
event (as newspaper writers often
do) I have formed some very
strong opinions on what was ex
pressed that evening.

I feel a number of points 'should
be brouglit <> :tb the attention trof
people who did and did not attend.
I realize that my opinion has no
place in the News section, but here
in Editorial seems to be just fme.
Readers, if you did not read the
story on the forum, please at least
give this letter a few minutes of
your time.
For those who missed the for
um, they also missed out on a
classic example of pure political
rhetoric. Issues were avoided or so
clouded with excess verbiage that
the real opinions of a couple of the
speakers were impossible to disc
em . In college, in nearly every
department, we are taught to get to
the point and eliminate misleading
or extra words. Not so in Ameri
can politics!
I thought the purpose of the
forum was to let students know
about the future of their financial
aid. Most speakers avoided any
direct reference to the future, in
stead using the evening to describe
their personal beliefs, and those of
· the Reagan Administration, on
whose respon sibility education
funding is. Listeners were. left
wading through pages of circtunlo
cution, searching for what they
had come to hear. This avoidance
was not due to a lack of informa
tion, because I believe all speakers
•

mics. Power, as well as standards
,
flows down. What guarantee is
there that i f the high schools raise
their standards that the colleg�
will raise theirs? Whereas if coUq.
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then lower educatio
schools
would ave to enforce the strict
standards also. College refornu
would ull the rest of the educatio
system Pup "by the bootstraps , MQ
al is not inten ed Y
m
from college
f
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where those who �ave shown a�ili-
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were aware of the aid changes that
became: law on October 1 7 .

Politics today seems almost to
be designed to confuse voters until
they choose either not to vote, or
to vote for a candidate solely on
the basis of his charisma, past
experience or political party
(among other characteristics). This
was clearly evidenced Thursday
night . Could one figure out that
the "responsibility for decision mak
ing" Congressman Shumway spoke
actually referred to funding?
I feel that, and maybe he did too,
had he been straight and forthright
with his wording, deftnite student
opposition to his views would have
surfaced.
Blatant contradictions present
should have revealed to the
listeners that something wasn't
quite right. During the course of
the evening, frequent references
were made to Reagan's proposing
drastic cuts in student "aid. Howe
ver, Shumway said, " Nobody 's
advocating pumping less money
into the system. '
Another contradiction that was
not readily apparent to listeners
centered on the 1987 federal aid
appropriations . An argument
emerged in which Shumway insis
ted that the appropriations had not
yet been determin ed. As far as the
audience knew , this was true.
However, following the forum, 1
was given a copy of an article
printed in the Chronicle of Higher
Education, listing - what else? the appropriations for 1987. It was
dated October 29, 1986.
I am not writing to make Con
gressman Shumway look bad, but

investment

Of course they are making a
good investment. Who needs a
nation full of illiterate people. Any
effort that can be made to educate
anyone is well worth it.

when

government
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instead to make a valuble point. A
point about politics, mainly, but
also to inform you on things you.
may have missed that night in ·the
Regents Dining Room.
Valuable and starting statistics
concerning the federal defense

� ��:C �� � ,1

�

I

Antonio Porra D
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get were revealed, and I believe
tbey deserve to be repeated.
Between 1 98 1 and 1986, the de
fense budget increased 98.9 per
cent, while after considering infla
tion, education funding dropped
nearly 20 percent. As voters, we
need to look at these facts and
decide whether or not this is what
we want our leaders to be doing
with our money and our nation.
Although voting took place two
days ago, I do not think it is too
late to urge all of you to be careful
and thorough when considering
candidates and propositions. If we
sit back and only take in the words
that are spoken, we're bound to
vote for ideals and concepts we
don't support - it only sounds
good. Time, and a little research
should be given to a task as
important as voting.
As for federal financial aid,
UOP's Financial Aid Director
Paul Phillips did supply the infor
mation on the changes that will be
affecting students in the future.
And, as assemblyman Johnson
said, "the squeeze is on. ' We must
rememb er, as we mourn our
possible loss of funding and maybe
even search for less expensive
schools to attend, that we and our
parents, as voters, granted the
people who made these decisions
the power to do so.
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Laurel Siewart

Senior
Communications/Art

I think the idea of financing
education is good but the way they
are doing it is not. Before the
money goes to the students it
should go to the schools to de
crease tuitio n. Subsidies should not
go to the student. Subsidies should
go to the schools.

.

Rhode
Sophomore
English/History
Tim

When financing education, they
investing in the leaders of
tom_mo"ow and the future of our
natton.
Ol'e

b�

�lace

ty get a truly htgher �ucauon.
.
ati
ego cally, he
""�
w eat r�m t e s a wo
at an earlier stage. A person who IS
mature en�ugh to marry, to vote,
or to enlist should be mature
�ough to take on the �d1181
..
.
.
mcrease m �llegiate responstb�ty.
I don't thin� that those seeking a
.
' higher ed�catton should have to
pu� up Wlth those who are only
gomg to college because they have
the money or elso nothing better to
do with their time. The �topians
of More's boo k valued tune as 1
very important possession. With
all of the educational reforms
needed in our society, we have little
time to waste also. Raising the
admission and curriculum standards will not solve every problem
and to believe that any singular
steps can, would be a foolish
search for a panacea. Such reforms
would be a step forward in uphold·
ing college as a place of learnin�.
not an expensive babysitter. :�y
modeo;t proposal would emphasize
the need to allow only those who
can be expected to do well to enter
college a n d t here receive a
meaningful degree.

Stephanie Gandy

Susie Kern

Senior
French
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today.
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1These un provements m our co
r
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lege system are
0
reasons. We mus� keep a sense
est�b
the fundarnen.tals 10 ord� to
d
b
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h
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lish a foundauon on
e
a society of educated pers ons.
fact that om: scx:iety suffers r�m
.
such staggenng illiteracy statl tcs
cannot rea an
ts
adul
5
in
(about 1
aspirin bottle) forces us to consider
such refor ms. In fact, Japan now
the
produces more engineers than
United States. Our colleges and
e
universities are needed . to mov
we
why
ts
that
society forward and
need to strengthen the system to
ensure that the leaders as well as
the followers are more aware of
their responsibilities. The les� a
person is allowed to get away With,
the less that person will be able to
keep up with. In time, students can
be conditioned to meet these higher
demands. By raising the admission
and curriculwn standards, our education system can be pulled u p
from the top and not pushed up
from the bottom as some propose.
Many will argue that other reforms would have greater impact
or that my proposal would only
reduce overall college enrollment.
Many of the same people who
believe that the reforms should
start with primary and secondary
schools believe in the economic
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of the same children, twenty-seven
years later, when they return to
relive that last, horrifying confron
tation-unsure whether they, as
adults, can survive it a second
time.
Yes, It is a story about friend
ship, trust, love, desire, loyalty,
and belief; however, that's not
what' s going to get you to read this
book, is it? It's Stephen King's
talent for creating terrifying su
spense and one-of-a-kind horror
that you want to see. Well, that's
all here, too.
It will bring to the surface all
your warmest and worst childhood
memories in one minute, then chill
your spine and scare the pants off
you in the next.
It is much more than a rabid
dog, a kid who can start ftres, or a
haunted car, It is the basis for
fear and evil which lurks in all
those stories. Personally, I can't
wait for the day when some ftlm
rnaker has enough guts to tackle
this book . "It"
would make
"Poltergeist " look like a chil
dren's fairy tale.
Composed in - a frightening
thought in itself - just over 1 100
pages, it's obvious this isn't your
average light reading material
("Gone With the Wind" was shor
ter than that, wasn't it?). Although
this book is a must for every
personal library, at $22.95 a copy,
you might want to either wait until
it comes out in paperback, or put it
on your Christmas wish list.

Entertainment Ed1tor

By Chuck McCaslin
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• W hat adult has had no
of
childhood
dreams
•
• engaging in a grand adventure, in
you can see New Order at the Berkeley Comm
unity Theatre on t
which they had to battle a great
y, November 8, at 8 p.m.
Saturda

tbe Moody Blues will

··

Tickets are $ 1 5.50 reserved . . .

� at the A.{co Arena in

Nove�ber 12, at 7 : 30 p.m. Ttckets are $16.50 . . .

evil? What adult has had no
memories of elementary school or
of a seemingly half-crazed bully
obsessed with beating up little
kids? What adult cannot remem
ber his ftrst group of friends, for
whom he would have done

:

•

Sacramento 0n :

:

•
.38 Special will be perf.orming with Bad Company on Friday, •
•
ovember 14, at 8 p.m. m the Henry J. Kaiser

Convention Center.
N
T'tekets are $ 1 5/ advance, and $16.50/ day of show . . .
:

anything ?

•

You can catch David Sanborn and special guest at
the
.
paramount Theatre m Oakland on Saturday, November 1 5 at 8 p.m.,
or at the Warfield Theatre on Sunday, November 16 at 8 p.m.
Tickets
are $17.50/reserved . . .

:
+

:
+

•
•

Who? Billy Joel! Where? The Oakland Coliseum. When? On :
Monday, November 24 at 8 p.m. How much? Tickets are $ 17.50/ t
+
reserved, but act fast . . .

•
•

� MN� :

:

1be Department of Drama and Dance will be presenting The Fall :
Sludio Dance Concert on November 7 and 8 at 8 p.m. in the UOP +
. Dance Studio(South Campus Gym). It will be an evening of informal :

dance works by UOP students and facl,Jlty. Admission is free. +
:

•
•
•

CONSERVATORY :

As part of the Resident Artist Series, Carol van Bronkborst and
Frllk Weins will present a flute and piano recital on Friday, :
t.rovember 7 at 8 : 1 5 p.m. in The Long Theatre.
•
•
Recital: Seniors Norma Bristol, piano, and DarreUe Koonce,
soprano, will perform on Wednesday, November 12, at 8 : 1 5 p.m. in
the Recital Hall. Assisting will be Kathy Buys, Patty Espeseth,
Courtney Johnson, and Phil Schoeder. Admission is free.

:
+
:

•
•

Miss Barbara Maters. flute. will <perform on Monday, November :
10, at 8: 1 5 p.m. in the Recital Hal[. Assisting will be Cynthia Dodge, •
Ken Kugleman, and the Seaport Woodwind Quintet. Admission is t
.
free .
:
•
Resident Artist Series: George Nemith, French horn, and William t
Dominik, clarinet, will perform in concert on Tuesday, Novermber t
+
n, at 8: 1 5 p.m. in The Long Theatre. Assisting wi.U be Joan Coulter i
is
ann, Wolfgang"Fetsch ;"and Jra�·lrehn. Stooenr admission
.
•
• "
�
r '111
r '; "I
: ·J.l.>' "
•
•
You can catch the Phi Mu Alpba Sin{onia Jazz Band in the Rat t
·

•

•

every Thursday night from 8 tb 10 p.m . . . , and, if you're really into

:

jazz or just like cool music, the new Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia jazz tape, +
''Bead Co unt", is on sale now for only $7. Call 474-7241 or 472-5592 +
for details . . .

:

•
•
•

DELTA COLLEGE:

Delta Drama will present Man of Mode in the Tillie Lewis :
Playhouse on November 7,8 , 1 3 , 14, 1 5 , at 8 p.m., and on November 9 +
and 12 at 2 p.m. Admission is $7/general.
:

•
The genuine Vienna Boys Choir will perform at Atherton Auditorium +
on Thursday, November 1 3 at 8 p.m. Tickets are S l O and $ 1 5 .

:

•

:

STOCKTON NIGHTLIFE :

•

at the �tockton +
Catch the Comedy at Shenanigan's Comedy aub
y Fnday and +
ever
or
hum
d-up
stan
in
Ramada. They've got the best
r
a $5 cov� charge, and
Saturday night at 8 and 10:3 0 p.m . There's
e detruls.
mor
reservations are required. Phone 474-3301 for
:

:

•

•

OUT OF TOWN:

�n

�

sion Blvd,
Tommy T's Comedy Hou� and Sports Bar, 24774 Mis
+
names !n
top
ents
not only pres

•
Hayward, in now open. Tommy T's
latest tech�olo� m +
Hve comedy six nights a wee k, it also offers the
and t�o satellite dishes
sports equipment, with three big-screen
:
or sportt� events from +
to provide continuous coverage of maJ
more details.
around the world. Phone (415) 88 1 -4789 for
:

-n:•s

•

UC THEATR E:

t�

6
Friday thru Sun�ay l/X, t
Tonight· Arthur at 6 and 9 p.m
·f�
. on :
Saturday, 3, 6 and 9 p.m
and 9 p.m : on Friday and
so see m q
,
nged
cha
n
bee
Tuesday's scheduled movie has
;
.

•

•
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•

Stephen King's latest novel,
It, is not just a horror story. It is
a story concerning the trials and
tribulations of a group of seven
children in the summer of 1958,
and with their grown-up counter
parts, twenty-seven years later, in
1985 .
The Losers Club of '58 had to
deal with the usual - good and
bad - aspects of childhood: the
last day of school, playing games,
riding bikes, facing parents, and
running away from bullies. Unfor
tunatly, they also had to deal with
the unusual: growing up in a small,
Maine town with a strange and
subtle history of violence; seeing
their young friends, neighbors and
relatives disappear, only to later
turn up (at least, some of them
turned up) dead; and having a
showdown with an ultimately evil
entity no adult could see or believe
in.
It is this story, and also that

.................... ......................... .

Cam pus spotl i ght
··········· ········ ······· ················ ··••t

Sparkle!

Unfrozen dancer on the mere, steel
blades uncaring, swoops on

frailty,

her booted feet tracing
syllogisms in patterns
of reason. Poised

on the brink of desire, child-dreams,
not unreal, flirt

lightly in shrouded

eyes.

Soaring velvet pirouttes on
indecision. Ripple-winds
Fragment

her torpid thoughts of sorrow.

Ewoks h it the i ce
T

he EWOKS(tm) take tQ the
ice for the frrst time ever In a

musical duel of good versus evil in
Ice Capades' new revue opening at
the Oakland-Alameda County
Coliseum Tuesday, November 1 8
through Sunday, November 23 .
These furry little beings are
happy and carefree, laughing and
living in. an orderly village on the
Moon of Endor, a planet distant
from our Earth, in a Galaxy far,
far away. Their world is one of
bliss, where contentment and joy
comes from a simple fruit: The
a sweet-tasting
Sunberry Seed ,
treat that magically provides health
and happiness.
In come the DULOKS, the ever
present bad guys, a slothful pack
of evil pranksters bent on stealing
the sunberry seeds from the happy
EWOKS and hoarding every seed
for themselves. But do Duloks
know the secret of keeping the
sunberry seeds or that the seeds
will explode if exposed to light?
As the drama unfolds, Wicket,
Chief Chirpa, Princess Kneesaa,
Paploo. Logray, Latara and Teebo
all learn valuable lessons.
Other colorful productions in
Ice Capades cover the scene from
early Hollywood to outer space
plus a rousing tribute to America' s
great songwriters and a birthday
bow to America's favorite lady,
the Statue of Liberty.
One of the most startling acts in
the show features Steve Taylor,

who has substituted old-fashioned
barrel jumping with death-defying
flights over more modem barriers.
Just when you think he has made
the ultimate leap through a ring of
ftre, a station wagon is driven onto
the ice and he jumps over that,
too.
On the lighter side, the mischie
vous Bob M�c pulls some outra
geous tricks frdlll his bag as he
makes merry at the expense of
pairs skaters, Julie Patterson and
Bob Moskalyk. Another ice comic,
Brad Doud, is joined by an entour
age of lovely ladies, bringing smiles
to young and old.
Canadian soloist, Kevin Parker;
and exciting new soloist, Gordon
Forbes.
This sparkling and contempora
ry Ice Capades revue themed
"Bravo America!" was designed as
an affectionate salute to North
America. Don't miss it!
Tickets are $9.50, $8 and $6.50,
with a $2 discount off the regular
ticket price for youths 16 and
under and senior citizens at some
shows.
Performances are November 1821 at 7:30 p.m.; November 22 at
noon, 4 and 8 p.m.; November 23
at 2 and 6 p.m.
For ticket information call (415)
r:39-7700. For information on
pecial discounts for groups of 20
or more, call (415) 569-2121 ,

ext.\

223.

Old Mexico

CLOSED MONDAYS
TUES. -SAT. 1 0 a.m. · 1 0 p.m.
SUN . 1 0 a :m. - 6 p . m .
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Stockton, CA 9 5 206
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A stolen kiss, shared and forgiven in breathless
hope, restores the
ecstasy of

Remembrance.

1

t

..,

•

I
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' Barbara Muller

Editor's note: Please keep the poems and suggestions for Campus
Spotlight coming in!
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Lau's continuing interest and
emphasis in teaching is in
interdisciplinary approaches and
methods that look at educational
issues from an array of perspecti
ves, getting away from the mono
cultural views.
Lau obtained her bach('}or's
degree in history and Asian studies
at Berkeley. She continued on
with her education and received
a master's degree in history from
the University of Chicago. She con
tinued on even further and at·
tended Marquette University in
Wisconsin where she obtained a
PilO in Cultural and Philosophi·
cal Foundations of Education and
history.
Lau taught at the University of
Wisconsin, Milwaukee as well as at
Alverno College, a small liberal
arts women's college in Wisconsin.
She taught courses in American
History, Chinese and Japanese His
tory and was head of the History
Department there.
She has been here at UOP for
almost 10 years now and seems to
enjoy the overall atmosphere very
much.
"The UOP campus is very at·
tractive and aesthetic, ' ' stated Lau.
She continued on to say, "I enjoy
the students here. I like the crossage, cross-cultural, and intergenerational composition of the classes .
I think this is very benefi
cial educationally. • '
She encourages students t o think
critically anJ to analyze educational issues from many angles. This
encourages students to develop
their own personal perceptions af
ter viewing concepts from an array
of viewpoints which is important
for all of us here at UOP.
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id you know that every time
the minute hand of the clock
sweeps 60 seconds, 28 people die
from hunger-related causes; one
child of every 10 in the world die
before its first birthday; and
children in the poorest countries
are sick an average of 160 days a
year?
These are very startling statistics
and are not well known. That is
what CROP (Community Hunger
Appeal of Chu.rch World Service)
is all about. CROP makes these
statistics available so that people
can become involved and stop the
needless starvation of millions of
people all over the world.
According to Bruce Hunter exe
cutive director of the Anders�n y
Center, which heads the CROP
movement on the UOP campus,

" Basically, the CROP fast is more
than just a fund raiser. The money
raised is important because it helps
fund emergency relief, food pro
duction and methods, basic health
care, education and appropriate
techniques in the locations where
· the crisis exist. ' '
However, the event that occurs
here, "in this case a fast" is a focus
of the attention of the problem of
hunger. It's one thing to say that,

"Everytime the minute hand of the
clock sweeps 60 seconds, 28 people
die · from hunger-related causes. "
It's another thing t o learn the
many reasons why that's reality.
There are a number of myths
that circulate to explain the pro
blem of hunger, some of which are
obvious, some of which are not: 1)

Lau definitely has the essential

1 en.JOY most about teach- quality of an excellent teacher who
w)lat I is able, to;bdna studen� around to
.

11--.

By Jim Smith

to make as many connections and
relationships as posible between
concepts. The more conceptual
linkages are made, the more 'aha'
experiences occur," stated Lau.

s.tt wrner

.

u•

elpenences.

In this look at issues from their own
students are encouraged perspectives as well as others.

There is not enough food or en
ough land to provide for those in
need, 2) There are too many people
to feed, 3) Growing more food
would mean less hunger in poor
countries, 4) Hunger is a contest
between rich countries and poor
.
countnes, 5) Hunger can be solved
by redistributing the food to the

CROP events. Churches, schools
and civic groups are natural
rallying points for recruitment of

participants and sponsors.
Church World Services is a
division of the National Council of
Churches of Christ in the United
States. CROP events most typical
ly take form as CROP walks for
the hungry . CROP walkers fmd
special significance in w alking, be
cause the people they seek to assist
must walk to fulfull most of their
basic needs. Day-long fasts are a
nother way participnats can identi·

fy with those in need. In rural
areas, canvasses are a traditional
CROP activit y. Some CROP
events can take place anytime, but
fall and spring are the most attrac
tive timeS for Hunger Walks. Rur
al canvasses are carried out in the
fall. Local CROP leaders work to
keep global education issues before
the communities all year long.
More than I ,600 communities all
across the country take part in
special CROP events. There are 26
regional CROP offices to help
local volunteer leaders plan and
carry out events.

In many parts of our world, half
the children born die before their
fifth birthday from disease that
could be prevented with the provi
sion of safe drinking water. Nearly
one billion people suffer from the
effects of some form of malnutri
tion. The reasons these, and other
similar life-threatening problems
exist, are varied and extremely
complex, but there are answers.
That is where CROP comes in.
Each situation is complicated and
needs to be dealt with from a per
spective of knowledge and under
standing. Opportunities for more

in-depth learning will be available
through the showing of a number
of video tapes to be shown at the
residence halls. (Watch for times
and dates in your area.) Literature
will be available at the sign-up
tables.
CROP fast works in an easy
manner. From November 1 1 to 1 3
sign-up tables will b e at each o f the
dining halls. What one has to do to
be involved in the CROP fast is to
sign-up using your meal card num-

Has great opportu nities for C hristma s
employment . You ' ll earn extra money
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"A dog is like a liberal. He wants to please everybody. A cat really t
,
doesn t need to know that everybody loves him . '

..J.----'"1

William Kunstler
American Lawyer

"What difference does it make to the dead, the orphans and the

t hom�les� , �hether the mad destructions is wrought under the dame of
+ totalttanamsm or the holy name of liberty and democracy?"

Mohondas K. Gandhi I
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thesaurus. medical or legal dict ionaries.
Together with your favorite Maci ntosh word
processing software, you can transform
your notes i nto the clearest, most letter
perfect papers you ever turned out And
turned in on t 1 me.

Whars more. there's a Macintosh
Support Kit fil led with valuabl e accessor ies
and computer care product s from 3M. •
Complete with a l l the thi ngs you need to
kee your Maci ntosh runni ng long after

�

you ve graduated.

Let us show you how to get through
col lege better, faster, and smarter. Stop i n
and see us for more i nform ation.

�

with option s fo

EP O C H ' 8 7
Last Chance

�

•

Fronk Afu�

a bundle of extras-an d save $2so.
Not only will you get your choice of a
Macintosh 512K Enhanced or a Macintosh
Plus, you'll also get an Image WriterT\1 1 1
prmter. the perfect sol ut ion for produci ng
near letter-qu ality term papers or reports,
complete with graphs, charts. and
illustrations.
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Plus. you · l l get �1acLigh tni ng.
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Year book s will be on sale
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"Radio and television as entertainments are fine, but they bear as
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t
+ much relation to the value of books as airline meals do to food

We cal l it the Macintosh "�rite Stuff"
bundle. You'll cal l it a great deal ! Because
when you buy a Macmtosh "\\'rite Stuff"
bundle before January 9. 1987, \ ou ' l l receive
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Robert F. Kennedy f
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!\ow you can get the competit ive
edge when classes begin i n januarv. With a
Macintoshn' personal computer. and all the
U'rile extras.
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"Some men see things as they are and say 'why?' I dream things
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This holiday· seaiDn,
get the"Write Stuff '
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t price.

MACY'S

Apply i n person at our personnel offic e .
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Od ds ' n· ends
Mannequin missing in action

As of October 1 0, 1 986, Jona
thOn has not seen his pal William
andN as you � see in the photo,
he has gone to pieces.
Jonathon and William , two
rnannequins, were wo�� ng toether in Elbert Covell Dmmg Hall
oing advertisements for the Out
door Recreation Committee of
UPBEAT, w?en they were last
viewed as a parr ·
This is an activity' that Jonathon
e
a
r llY enj oys and , with out
william , his heart is just not up to
letting people know about the slide
presentation on . wom�n in the
Himalayas that IS commg up on
November 12. He is just too lonely
to be excited about the committee's
planS to combine with the ski club
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A · h a u nted dorm ?

By Kristin Schwellenbach

to have a wonderful ski trip on
December 5. Without Jonathon's
support and enthusiasm, many fun
activities may have to be canceled.
So, if anyone has any notion as
to where William went, please, to
cheer Jonathon up, direct William
back to his home in the UPBEAT
office.
Caribbean trip announced

Between semesters, from Janua
ry 2- l l , the Department of Biologi
cal Sciences will again offer its
annual trip to the Caribbean.
The trip this coming year will be
to the tropical island of Cozumel,
Mexico. The purpose of the trip is
to irltroduce students to coral reef
natural history and ecology. Par
ticipants will learn SCUBA diving
and certified divers will have the
opportunity to obtain specialized
divirlg certification. Students may
earn two units of credit toward
graduat ion t hrough Lifelong
Learning. All interested students
should contact Dr. Anderson at
946-21 82, as soon as possible.
Fashions in store at Fina

�

Fina, a contemporary fashion
boutique in Stockton, will
celebrate its grand opening on
Saturday, November 8. Located
on the "brick walk" in Lincoln
Center, the boutique will feature a
wide selection of career, casual and
evening apparel for women.
Owners Lisa Dixon and Deanne
Marini, both Stockton natives,
plan a full range of designer fachi
ons including Kenar, Adrienne Vit
tadini, Flora King, Kazmel, Dennis
Goldsmith and others. They will
also carry Okay, a new Italian line
from Milan.
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ot even two frre alarms and a
few intoxicated visitors
cou ld. keep the 1 3th annual
South/West Halloween Haunted
House from being a success. Ac
cording to South/West Head
Resident Cathy Bona, about 400
people toured the Haunted House
from 7-10 p.m. on Halloween
night.
" It went really well compared to
last year," said Bona. "more peo
ple were able to go through. "
Visitors t o the Haunted House
included UOP students from all
living groups, fraternities and sor
orities, as well as families from the
Stockton community. The South!
West Haunted House has become
such a community tradition that
little advertising was needed, and
people were calling to ask about it
two weeks before Halloween, ac
cording to Bona.
The Haunted> House is designed
entirely by residents of South/
West, on a volunteer basis. Each
section creates a variety of spooky
scenes that center around a main
theme: the more terrifying, the
better. This year, section themes
ranged from a frightening hall
called "Horror Movie Madness,"
which featured scenes from
"Psycho" and "The Exorcist, " to
a demented version of the ' 'The
Wizard of Oz," where a sadistic
wicked witch threatened visitors.
During the course of the eve
ning, score sheets were handed out
randomly to visitors, who were
asked to choose their three favorite
sections. Because of the competi
tion, it was easy to get each section
to participate.
.
"The sections were really moti
vated--! felt that my section did
more of the work than I did!" said

N

Heather Backstrom, a resident as
sistant at South/West.
When the Haunted House was
over, all of the score sheets were
tallied and winners were an
nounced. The first and second
place sections won $50 and $25,
respectively. However, the money
is only one good aspect of the
Haunted House; another is the
unity it brings to the residents of
South/West.
"The participation was great ,
people put a lot of work into it.
The best thing about Haunted
House is that it brings people
together," said Bona.
The Haunted House is a
tradition that brings UOP students
together for some good old
fashioned fun, as well as giving the
families of Stockton a great, safe
source of entertainment on
Halloween, and giving them the
opportunity to see UOP. The
Haunted House may also attract
the children as potential students,
or, on the otherhand, may scare
them right back home. In keeping
with their reputation of being
"traditional, " South/West has
developed the Haunted House a
well-known event. The annual ac
tivity is a fun experience for all of
those involved, and judging from
the visitors' screams, a frightening
one as well.

U O P i nte rna ti o na l
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Memory's Dance and Theatre Shop

It rn e to t he dead, the orphans and the
d t r u t i 1 11 i s rought under the dam e of
n m o libcn)' and democracy? "
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spoRts

T ig e rs re g a in no . 1 ra; �nk i n g

�:�-� TIGER TRACKS

By Brian S. Thompson

•

Thursday, November 6

Russell A. Keys

and

7 : 30 p.m.

Volleybal� at,St�ford

Friday, November 7
Booster Lun&eon at Holiday Inn
Water Polo hosts Cal
Women's Swimming at Nevada-Reno
Saturday, November 8
Water Polo hosts Fresno State
Field HDj:key at Cal

\

Football �9st Utah State
Vollcybal at "al Poly-San Luic; Obispo

Sunday, Ncwember �
Water Polo hosts Air Force
Volleyball at UC Santa Barbara

I

f shape determines function
then the Lady Tigers are m
great shape for success. They have
been bright eyed and bushy tailed
long enough to compile an overall
record of 24-3 this season and lead
the Paci fic Coast Athletic
Association at 1 3- 1 .
During five games ag;pnst San
Diego State the Tigers poured
intimadation and talent all over the
hungry Aztecs. The victory carne
last Saturday night in the Spanos
Center while an estimated 3 ,600
people, the largest regular-season
single-match crowd in Pacific's
history, watched the Tigers maul

noon
3 p.m.
4 p.m.
JO a.m.
1 1 a.m.
2 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
II

a.m.

2 p.m

Monday, November 10
Golf at USF Im·itational
the Eighth Annual Wendy's Oassic is set
to take place November 1 5 and 1 6 at Stockton's A.G. Spanos Center.
The 1986 field consists of four of the top five teams from the 1985
NCAA Otampionships; Pacific, USC, UCLA, and Nebraska.
Nebraska's entrance into the Classic marks the first time a team east of
California has participated. Pacific is the two-time defending cham
pion with UCLA the two-time runner up.
Wendy's around the comer:

INTRAMU RALS

will be ending next week .' The Co-Ree Playoffs saw
Ritter Critters vs. Face It and Carter vs. S.A.S. Ritter Critters and
Carter advanced to the finals with Carter winning 8-2 .
CONGRATULATIONS CARTER ! ! ! ! "B" League finals and
playoff were held this past week . 'J?e teams particip�ting were
Maylayan Tigers vs. Kemps and Rice Negrom vs. Etslen. The
winners will be announced next week. Good Luck! !
Tite "A" League playoffs will find the top two teams from each
division competing in an eight team playoff tournament . The playoffs
and championship games will be held the week of November 1 0- 1 3 at
the South Campus Gym. For an exciting evening and great
competition, don't mis the indoor soccer playoffs.
lndoor soccer

seaso.n i well underway with a total of 59 teams
competing in 5 leagues. The 4-man leagues consist of 8 very
competitive and talented teams f�r "A" division and 1 2 "B" division.
The Co-Ree leagues invohes 7 "A" division, 18 ''B" division, and 14
"C" division teams. A wide variety of talent and <ikill is available in
this league. For lots of fun and great competition come and see the
intramural "olleyball action. Games are played in the Main Gym,
Sunday through Thursday 7 p.m. to 1 1 p.m.
Volleyball

The men's lenni· tournament wa finally wrapped up with Derrick
Kau defeating Johnny Wang in straight �ets. Good job Derrick ! ! !
Entries arc now available for the Upcoming Events:
- v.ill be played Friday, November 14 on campus. The
entry fee is $ 1 .00
Turkey Trot - the race will be held Thursday. No\ember 20. Meet at
the pool parking lot at 3:45 p.m. Entry fee is $2.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT' THE INTRAMURAL
OFFICE IN THE MAIN GYM OR CALL 946-27 16.
Racquetball

1/ze Pacifican sport staff need� reporters. If you enjoy sports and
would like to sec your work in print, please contact Bryan Crul, sports
editor, at 944-7480. Please be prompt, there are position available to
cover basketball, so don't delay. Many positions are available.

Field hockey d ow n s
C h i co State
By Cathy Frazier
Stafi Wnter

T

he Pacific field hockey team
continued to stay stop of the
NorPac standings with a come
from behind victory over a very
physical Chico State team.
Chico scored within the first two
minutes of the game to take an
early 1-0 lead. Pacific had a chance
to tie the game later in the first half
when Chico was forced to play
short a player for 5 minutes. The
opposing player was given a yellow
card and suspended temporarily
from the game when she intention
ally hit Pacific's Lisa Bocchino in
the shin with her stick after Boc
chino stole the ball from her
possession. Pacific was unable to
capitalize on the scoring oppor
tl¥llty and remained a goal down at

the end of the half.
The Tigers battled back to tie the
game early in the second half when
Donna Bonino recieved a pass
from Lisa Bocchino and lifted it
past the defending goalkeeper in a
scramble near the goal.
The game remained tied at 1-1
until with 30 seconds remaining in
the game, Lisa Bocchino drove a
penalty corner to Leigh McNiff,
who passed the ball quickly back
to Bocchino. Bocchino, one of the
league's leading scorers, pushed
the ball into the corner of the goal
for the final score.
Tiger goalkeeper, Shari Meggin
son, had 1 7 saves against Chico,
and is the league's leading goalie
with 64 saves while allowing only 3
goals in conference play.
Pacific is now 5-1 in the league,
with their only loss coming against
Stanford.

By Rob Sangster

S off INnter

T

he last weekend of October
was a victorious one for
It's
team.
crew
UOP's
heavyweight varsity four-man boat
carne in first place on Saturday the
25th in a field of seven boats, and
second on Sunday in competition
with the U.S. National Team at
Jack London Square, Oakland.
UOP's varsity heavywei ght
four-man boat placed second in
the West Coast and was invited to
Nationals in Cincinnati last year,
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The team which has been train
ing at 5 : 1 5 � .m. all semester, di?
well in "The Head Of The Amen
can" regatta in Sacramento, beat
ing Universtiy of California at
Santa Barbara, University of Cali
fornia at Davis, Sacramento State,
San Diego State, and other teams.
At Sunday's " Head Of The
Estvan," (open men's four divi
sion) Pacific beat powerful teams
like SDSU, SSU, UCSD, Santa
Clara, and seven other schools.
"It is an honor to be one of two
new men in the varsity boat. It is a
lol more demanding but the benif-

after losing to only one boat all
season. With two returning oars
men, Bret Bocook and Bob Rei
ken, two new men, John Jepson
and Rob Kopsel, and coached by
Tom Kinberg, they are expected to
do well again this year.
"We lost a couple of good
oarsmen out of the varsity four,
but we have found good replace
ments. With hard work and dedi
cation we plan to clinch the West
Coast Championships this year,"
said Bret Bocook before Satur
day's race on Lake Natoma in
Sacramento.

�

its are greater, I foresee a winning
season,'' said John Jepson, new
member of the varsity four-man
boat.
UOP's novice team who also
showed
Saturday ,
raced
motivation and dedication, and
anticipates doing well this season.
Crew's official season starts next
semester. Their next regatta is
November 1 7 at Stanford.
If you are interested in support·
ing or joining this winning team,
contact Bob Reinken or, Bret Bo
cook (at 946-9342) or the sports
editors at The Pacifican.

UOP hosts Utah State Saturday

By Brya n Cruz
Sports Ed' or

A

fter a shattering loss almost
two weeks ago during
Homecoming, Pacific will return
to action Saturday versus the Utah
State Aggies.
The Aggies, currently in fifth
place in the PCAA behind Pacific,
have a 2-6 record overall and is 2-3
in the PCAA.
The Tigers took Sunday, Mon
day, and Tuesday off last week,
with practices scheduled for Wed
nesday, Thursday, and Friday. Af
ter taking the weekend off, Pacific
resumed its normal weekly practice
in preparation for the Aggies on
Saturday. This game will be one of
two home games remaining for the
Tigers this season.
Utah State is coming off a defeat
at the hands of Long Beach 14-3.
With Pacific already clearly out
of the conference race. Head
Coach Bob Cope is shooting for
Pacific's first winning season since
1977. Pacific has not won at least
five games in back-to-back seasons
since '74 -'75. Last year the Tigers
finished 5-7 .

Classifieds
Employment

school's most impressive offense
since the early 1950's.
"My goal when I came here was
to get our football team to a
position to have a chance to win
every week, " said Cope. "And we
certainly have done that every
week but once this season. "
Cope can attribute his success to
his wishbone and running backs.
Cope can attribute his failure
recently to a problem almost hid
den from the casual observer. This
... problem has been injuries, mainly
� to the Tiger's front line.
"I thought against San . Jose
State our injury factor caught up
"We're at a n important point of with us for the first time. It's
the football season for us, because,
somethirlg we've been able to over
while we're still out of the confer
come all year long. And even
ence race, there are still a lot of though we really said a lot about it
things we can attain," stated Cope.
and don't say a lot about it, we've
"Sometimes, especially here at Pa had a tremendous number of injur
cific, we have a tendency for every
ies to our front-line football play
game to be the end of the world if
ers," Cope stated.
you don't win it, one way or the
Pacific maintained its top 20
other."
status in rushing this week, sitting
The main reason why Cope's
in lOth spot among Division I
Tigers have had an outstanding
schools with its 258 . 1 yards rushing
season compared to previous sea
per game figure. The Tigers slipped
sons has been the wishbone. Pacif
to 25th nationally in total offense.
ic's wishbone is arguably the
This year has been an outstanding

year for the Tigers in the national
rankings.
Saturday's game on the surface
would statistically seem to be an
almost even confrontation, but the
Tigers should win this game and
better its record to assure a win·
mng season .
About Utah State Cope stated,
"Utah State is a good football
team. They might be the best
defensive football team in our
conference. They've struggled 1
little bit offensively, but they've
played great defense. Each week
they've been in every football
game. I've known Chuck Shelton
(Utah's head coach) for a long
time. He's an outstanding football
coach and I thirlk he's done an
. excellent job with their football
team. As most of the games we're
involved in, it will be a struggle."
The game will begin at 2 p.m. at
Pacific Memorial Stadium and will
be broadcast live on KJOY Radio
1280 AM.
By defeating Utah State the
Tigers could still win seven games,
somethirlg no UOP team has done
since 1973.

OI LY SKIN? ACN E?
AN D HOW I S YOU R HAiR?

T.W.-

I know it's not probable, and I
may be silly, but if things change
- the door is always open.

-J.H.
for homeworkers
assembling products, etc. No ex- Carl & Lamont - Men of KAPsi,
perience required . Call (504) 64 1 - Miss Ya! Having HeDa fun !
8432, Ext. 1 8 .
ciao from Italy - Stacy
Excellent income

Gendemen of APhiA

jobs $ 1 6 ,040 - Thinking of Ya! Stay Sweet!
$59,230/yr . Now hiring. Call (805)
ciao from Italy - Stacy
687-6000 ext. R- 1977 for current
federal list.
Rentals
Government

Belinda,

Personals

Private Guest Home available rent

free in Morada area in exchange
HAPPY BI RTHDAY! ! ! You're for light yard work and care of
the best, and we love you!
animals. Experience with horses
Colleen and Tiff desirable. 93 l -D264

SOFT CONTACTS

:a .,�r.\�c,# Rico's
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1 2 9 �plete
·

$1 79°0

gas permeable

hard lenses
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SAVE
COUPON I
SAVE WrrH THIS COUPON
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TAK E OUT
CAN -EAT
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Lunc h Buffet
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•

DIN NER
FOR
FOU R

N

E x p11 es Nov 2 7

WITH THIS

$895

$299

Large 1 6" cheese pizza plus
1 item.
Pitcher of your favorite soda
.

PriCe induces tontact �. exam. �her!QI contact lenses.
care ktt and follow up care

=�����PTIONS

RICO 'S ITA LIA N PIZZA
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SAVE wrr H THIS COUPO
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DAlLY WEAR, EXTENDED WEAR OR
NTED SOFT LENSES

Laroe Inventory of
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Crew team ·is con tend er

* SAME DA Y SERVICE ON
MOST PRESCRIPTIONS

$

��;
;
��
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Game two just 12 nunutes ana
game three only took only 14
minutes. Not only did the Tigers
win quickly, but they won with
their benc h. Several athletes came
off the bench to provide the Tigen
with great performances.
In game 1 , freshman Pam Lan�
and sophomore Janet Wolfe got
the start over Brooke Herrington
and Dorothy Hert. In game two
freshman Katie Harper and sopho.
more Leona Bielefeld came off the
be h d started
T ers will lay Stanford on
November 6 Cal Poly San Luis
Santa
ob·tspo on the 8th • and UC
� a . c has
Barbara on
r
d
but lost the open
0 Y l,
·-'6
game of the season to Santa Bar.
bara.

of
elsewhere. Pacific dealt out
14
51
,
5-12
1
ats
defe
ring
?liste
' 7 in
m game 1 , and 1 5-3,
rican
san:'e 2. Moreover,
a
wn
d
pepper
�
Elama Oden
..
.
t
total of 33 kills ag
.
Over half ?f Oden s . s
the
game 1 agamst.
team
The Lady Ttgers vo ey
th
has accomplished so much
as
past few years that one
H
"What more can they d
e
about break the recor . for
eate
s�ortest �a�ional ol
tic Assoctatton Vo. ey . rna
On :ruesday . rught tt too th
Tigers JUSt 44 rrunutes to knoc k of
the Titans of Fulle�on Stat� � a
Pacific Coast Athletic Assoctatton
match; 1 5-5, 1 5-3 , 1 5-4. Game one
took just 10 minutes to complete,

the Aztecs 1 5-3 , 5-1 5 , 1 1 - 1 5 , 1 5-5,
1 5-5.
Within the last two weeks the
Tigers have taken apart opponents
as if faced with starVation and
unending deprivation. Their most
recent record of beaten contenders
is like a menu of prime cuts. The
list includes Cal State Fullerton,
San Diego State, San Jose State
and Hawaii.
After blasting balls and sweat
past the Rainbow Wahines in a
doubleheader sweep of Hawaii last
week the Tigers are ranked number
1 by the National Collegiate Athietic Association and number 2 by
the Collegiate Volleyball Coaches
Association. The Tigers forced the
hapless Wahines to bank on a
different pot of gold and hunt prey

�

�

_

Includes: pizza, spaghetti, soup,
salad bar. and garlic bread.
Monday thru Friday

1 1 : 30 until 2

offer good a t Rico's Pizza

Any

p.m.

offer good at Rico 's Pizza

1 2 1 7 W. Mar ch Lane

1 2 1 7 W. March Lane

Not valid on "to go" orders
Not valid w1th any other .:.!fer

Not valid on "to go" orders.
Not valid w1th anv other offer

1 2 1 7 W. M a rch L a ne

----� -------··--- ..-. -

'- - -

- - -- - - - - - - - ---

24"

�--

$200

Famil y or

26"

Party Pizza .

Ally 1•" Medium Of
11" LMge Pizza.

offer good at Rico 's Pizz
a

....

1 2 1 7 W. March Lane

--- 477�26 24 ..
•

Not valid Wtth any other offer
·

- - - - - -- ·

